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ABSTRACT
The paper presents such hypotactic constructions in Svan, where the subordinate clause is a simple
object and plays the role of a simple object to any member of the principal clause, explains and
clarifies the meaning of the simple object expressed by the pronoun. There is no comprehensive
research on this issue in the scientific literature, where the data of all four dialects (Upper Bal,
Lower Bal, Lentekhian, Lashkhian) would be considered. In our study, samples of Cholur speech
are also presented, which provides a basis for making quite interesting conclusions. Research has
shown that in Svan there is a lot of evidence of subordinate clause with simple object complex
sentences and no significant difference between dialects is observed. The results of our research
are also important in terms of teaching Svan.
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One group of subordinate clauses perform the syntactic function of some member, and
therefore their classification and naming are identical to those members. It is in this group that
subordinate clause with simple object is also considered. A subordinate clause is a simple
object if it refers to and explains the simple object expressed by the pronoun in the principal
clause and presents its broad version.
As it is known, simple (unmarked) object, like in Georgian, is found in four cases of Svan
– in dative case, in genitive case, in instrumental case and in adverbial case (with or with no
postposition), accordingly subordinate clause with simple object also explains unmarked object
inserted in above mentioned cases, which is presented by pronoun in the principal clause.
Let us discuss the correlation words presented by both with and with no postposition
taking into account the data of all Svan dialects, including the Cholur speech, since according
to the latter, nothing has been said in the scientific literature on this issue:
ტუფ ი თხ იმ ეჩ შ ლ’ ,

ერ

ჩ ადგ რი… ṭup i txwim ečīš l’ē, jerw j
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čwadgäri… (Shanidze, Kaldani & Chumburidze , 1978, 124) – “the skin and head are the one’s
who kills”…
ალის ეჯნოშ ედნიხ გუდ, ერე ჭინირ ლიყლეს ჩუ როქ ქუცე alis eǯnoš qednix
gud, ere inir li les ču rok kuce… (Shanidze, Kaldani & Chumburidze, 1978, 180) – “they
understand it by the fact that chianuri stops playing”…
ალ მაროლ მე არ ლ წხ ა ე ეჩო შ, ერ ნაღარიბოშ ოჯახ ქა ლახაც ირ... al
marol mewar lə xwawe ečowš, er nayariboš oǯax ka laxcwir… (Shanidze, Kaldani &
Chumburidze, 1978, 321) – “this man {was} very upset that he left his family because of
poverty”…
ეჩაშდ ხ ეთხ ლი ქიპარს, სი ერ ს იტრ ემგ ლ რ ძინარს ečašd xwetxēli ki ars,
si er swiṭr emgəl r ʒinars… (Lashkhian, speaker O. Jankhoteli) – “I am looking for the threads
for you have torn my sweater in the morning”…
ამდ ხოდრ ლ დესმა მაჲ ნა, ლადი ერ მეყარ amd xodrōl desma majēna, ladi er
me ar… (Cholur, speaker Ts. Kvastiani) – “I have not witnessed anything worse than this (“as
this”) that happened to me today”...
We should also pay attention to the fact that in Svan there is simple object twice being in
case and unmarked simple object, which is expressed by former genitive adverbial case with
no postposition having the semantics of postposition თვის tvis – “for”, also sometimes the
meaning of Georgian dative case with postposition -ზე -ze “on” is expressed by dative case
with no postposition of simple object, which was also shown in the words indicating the
principal clause:
ჯ ინალ დ რე სა მარე ერ იქუნა ალნოლ, ეჩ შ დ ხეკ ეს ახო იდანხ ბაპ
ǯwinal dwrejsa mare er ikunawalnol, ečäšed xeḳwes axoqidanx ba … (Topuria & Kaldani,
1967, 54) – “in ancient times, when a man was fighting with the death, a priest had to be
brought for him”…
დ რმოშ იყდ და ამდ ხოჩილს, ნა ერ ელყიდედ ლადი dārmoš i dəde amd
xočils, naj er el ided ladi… (Cholur, speaker T. Chegiani) – “no one could have bought better
than this (“as this”) we had bought today”...
Sometimes in Lentekhian pronoun explaining the semantics of former genitive adverbial
case simple object with no postposition has truncated the adverbial case mark, although in
Georgian it expresses the meaning of the postposition -თვის -tvis “for”:
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ჟ ხეს ლექნა, ეჩ შ ხეკ ეს ათოყენანხ ალ დენა ეხ დ jerwäj al

denäj žäxes lekna, ečäš xeḳwes ato enanx al dena jexwd… (Shanidze, Kaldani &
Chumburidze, 1978, 327) – “whoever would say this girl’s name, they should have followed
this girl for him”… ეჩეჩუნ ლოქ ერე ძღ დ ბ ჩ რი, ეჩ შ ლემესკ ლოქ ლახოშ ა ečečun
lok ere ʒyəd bäč äri, ečäš lemesḳ lok laxošwa... (Shanidze, Kaldani & Chumburidze, 1978,
336) – “there to be big stone, he lit the fire for it”...
As it is known, unlike Georgian, in Svan postposition is added to noun only in dative
case and genitive case, accordingly unmarked simple object also has the same cases with
postposition. Postpositions are also added to the correlation words in subordinate clause with
unmarked simple object complex sentence:
ჯ’ სერ ეჩ ცახ ნ მერდე მ მ ლი,

ერ

ს ესერ დემგ აშ

ხაჰ დიხ ǯ’ēser

ečīcaxän merde mām li, jerw js eser demgwašw xahwdix… (Upper Bal, speaker T. Bediani)
– “I will not stay with him to whom is given nothing”…
ლექ სირ ერ ნამურყ ამ ლი, ეჩე სკა ლ მ რდ დადიან lekwsir er namur wam
li, ečejsḳa ləmärd dadian… ((Topuria & Kaldani, 1967, 90) – “in ruined tower that is in
Leksura, Dadiani had been in”… არს ათხ

ნეხ ჯილა ს, ეჩ შთე ლოქ ღ რიხ

ლაქე ფდ jarsī atxwīnex ǯilajs, ečāšte lok yərix lakejpd… (Cholur, speaker G. Zurabiani) –
“to whom they give the pebble, they go to him/her for fun”…
In Svan, a correlation word in the principal clause of to be discussed construction is
mostly presented, however, there are cases when it is omitted and the subordinate clause acts
as unmarked simple object:
დ სამა ხომ ერ ნ [ეჩა], მიჩ მა ღენ ხ დახ ალ არ dēsama xomqerān [eča], mič
maj yen xādax aljar… (Kaldani &Oniani, 1979, 81) – “he/she knew nothing about him/her
[his/her] who they were to him/her”…ჩ’ოთა რ ლნეხ ამეჩუ აღმასკომს [ეჩა] მოთხო ნა,
ერე ქ’ მ ედელხ

ს ამ ხ č’otajrālnex ameču aymasḳoms [eča] motxowna, ere

k’ēmqedelxwās amōx… (Cholur, Sakdarian, speaker G. Gvidiani) – “they made the Executive
Committee to write (its) demand that I would have come over here”…
In subordinate clause with simple object complex sentence one of the subordinating
conjunction ერე/ერ ere/er “that” and relative pronouns with the subordinating conjunction
function are used as means of connection: ერ
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xedw j/xedī “who/which”; იმნ

/ხედ

შ

imnōwšī

“with/by what“; იმნარდ imnardī “for what”; იმდ /იმ დ imdī/imäjd “in what”... with
different phonetic variants:
ალეს ეჯნო შ ხოშამ იჯრ

ი, ერბი ფიფა ერ სწ ენე ლეთ შ ტე რისკა ales

eǯnowš xošam iǯräwi, jerbi pipa er äs wene letwš ṭewrisḳa… (Shanidze, Kaldani &
Chumburidze 1967, 73) – “he believes this more that he saw two shadows in dense forest at
night”…
ერ

ზორს ხო დე, ეჩა ყ რჟი ეჯა ჟი ხამზ რი ეჯ მეზგემ ნ შდობახენ jerwäj

zors xoqde, eča ōrži eǯa ži xamzəri eǯ mezgem näšdobaxen… (Topuria, 1957, Shanidze,
Kaldani&Chumburidze, 1978, 178) – “who brings him/her an offering, he/she will pray at the
door of that family for the sake of peace”…
ეჯ არ ნქა

არს ათბედ

ლნ სხ,

არ

გ ე მახ

ათხ

eǯjarənka jars

atbedwālnīsx, jarī gwejmaxw atxēj… (Cholur, speaker V. Xabuliani) – “whom they will let
dare except for those, who still enmities us”…
ალ დ ნას ეჩ შთე წ

ლ , ხედ

ჲ მურყ მა შდურთეჟი ნ სყა ცხემ დს ქა

ხ ჴდა al dīnas ečīšte ä wīlē, xedwäj mur wma šdurteži nēs a cxemäds ka xaqda… (Shanidze,
Kaldani&Chumburidze, 1978, 167) – “he/she will marry this girl to him (“to him”), who would
shoot the arrow at the needle on the merlon of the tower” …
As it is known, relative pronouns are form-changing words and therefore the relative
pronouns presented in a subordinate clause with simple object are also confirmed in the form
of different cases:
არს

ჩიგარ ხეგ ნ ბ ლდა, ეჩ შხენქა იმჟი ხეხ ლნ ლ დაგრა?! jarsī čigar

xegwnēbālda, ečāšxenka imži xexōlnōl dagra?!... (Cholur, speaker Ts. Kvastiani) – “to whom
he/she attended carefully forever (“always”), how he/she deserved the death from him/her?!”…
ეჩქანღო

ეშ

შდ ლეშხბი ხ დხ, ეჩ

ჭიშხი ნაზიმდ ჟ’აცბურახ ečkanyo

ješw šd lešxbi xādx, ečī išxi nazimd ž’acburax… (Shanidze, Kaldani&Chumburidze, 1978,
138) – “then whom they had to sew for, they would cut it to the size of his foot”…
იმ დ მეკ ედი, ეჯდ ას ასიპი imäjd meḳwedi, eǯd aswasipi... (Topuria&Kaldani,
1967, 224) – “what I want I will turn into it” …
As it is known in Svan particles

/

w j/w j, ი/ j/ī (-tsa) give interrogative words

the meaning of relativity, the cases of using of which vary according to dialects. The particle
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w j is most often confirmed in Upper Bal and Lentekhian and more or less frequently in
other dialects, including Cholur. The particle

is more productive in Lashkhian and Cholur.

The reviewed material showed that in relative words presented by different form of case
the case mark mostly added to the particle
“whom/to whom”, ეშ

w j joined to stem ( ერ

შ ešwäjš “whose”) and the particle

( არს jarsī “whom/to whom“, ეშ

ს jerwājs

ī is preceded by the case mark

ješāī “whose”…).

In Cholur we have cases in relative words with postposition, when despite the adjoining
the particle

wäj of relative pronoun, which precedes the postposition, at the end the particle

ī is also added to it and we get double particle forms (ეშ
whom”, ერ

შთ

ცახან ešwājcaxanī “with

jerw jštēj “to whom”, where the particle

wäj without

ī must

have the advantage of expressing relativity. Such forms are typical for Cholur.
As for the subordinating conjunctions, in the constructions to be discussed in Georgian
subordinating conjunction თუ tu – “if” is found, in Svan ერე ere “that” conjunction is
predominant, although in Svan dialects (except Lower Bal) there are cases when the relative
pronouns are accompanied by an indefinite particle ღენ yen ghen (with different phonetic
variants), which would have a certain function.
This particle has different functions and semantics in Svan “...the main function, as it
appeared from the analysis of various materials, is the command, to strengthen the command.
It should also be noted that in most cases, even according to the context, it is difficult to
understand the function of the analytical lexeme ” (Sagliani 2016, 261).
The particle ghen must also has a function of subordinating conjunction, as evidenced
by the Cholur speech patterns, where in complex sentences the particle ღენ yen ghen at
the same time is added to the interrogative and relative pronouns and have the semantics of
თუ tu – “if” in both case:
თელ ლ თ გაგზ დახ [ეჩ ჟი], პასუხდ იმ/იმ

ღენ ხ ქ ნახ მ რა ს tel lēt

gagzədax [ečēži], asuxd im/imī yen xēkwnax mōraws… (Cholur, speaker V. Xabuliani) –
“they were talking unceasingly the whole night about {on that}, {if} what they would say to
the mediator”…
გუშგ ეურ მა /მა ღენ რიხ, აშიშტ ლე გ რგლიდ ეჩეჟ gušgweur maj/maī yen
īrix, ašišṭ lejgərglid ečežī … (Cholur, speaker T. Khergiani) – “{if} what they are without us,
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we will talk about it soon”…
ჟახას დეშ ჯატ ლი [ეჩა], არ/ არ ღენ მინ რ žaxas deš ǯaṭūli [eča], jar/jarī yen
minqār… (Cholur, speaker J. Xabuliani) – “I can’t say the name, {if} who was with me”…
As for the other dialects, the situation is similar there, however, when checking with the
respondents, when questioning, for example, in Lashkhian the understanding and semantics of
the conjunction თუ tu – “if” is lost and the forms - იმ ღენ ხაშდბა imīyen xašdba/იმ
ხაშდბა imī xašdba are explained by them in this way -“what he/she/it does” since the
difference between them is no longer distinguishable by addition of ghen, however, it is
noteworthy that in subordinate clause with simple object we have relative adverbs in
subordinate clause accompanied by the particle ghen. It seems that it was ghen that had the
function of subordinating conjunction of თუ tu – “if”, since in this case the relative adverbs
could not be considered as member-conjunctions of the unmarked simple object:
ეჩ შ დ სამა მიხ’ , ისგ ა ქეს შ, იმ

ღენ ჯირი ečīš dēsama mix’ē, isgwa kes š,

imw jyen ǯiri… (Shanidze&Topuria, 1939, 276) – “I do not know anything about it, eh, your
purse, {if} where you have it”…
იმთ ღენ ხ რ ლ ზი, ეჩა მ მ ხოხალ imtēyen xār lēzi, eča mām xoxal… (Shanidze,
Kaldani&Chumburidze, 1978, 283) – “he does not know {of that}, [if] where he has to go ("he
has a way to go”)”…
There have been cases when the conjunction ერე ere “that” and relative adverbs or
relative pronouns with ღენ yen ghen are also found in subordinate clause, however in this case
the function of the conjunction is clearly performed by ერე ere:
მახეღ აჟარ ...უშხ

რ ხემქარ ლხ, ერე ხედ ღენ ხოშა ჯ დიად ადკ

ნნე ბეჩს

maxeywažar… ušxwār xemkarālx, ere xedīyen xošyen xoša ǯōdiad adḳwānne bečs…
(Kaldani&Oniani, 1979, 141) –“young people are competing in that which one will throw the
stone farther”…
გიგა მაგრაფს დესმა ხახლ ნა ეჩა, ერე იმთ

ღენ ოთწ

ლახ მ რბ მდ მიჩა დი

giga magraps desma xaxlēna eča, ere imtējyen ot wīlax mērbāmd mica di… (Cholur, G.
Zurabiani) –“aunt Magrap did not know anything about, that where they had married her
mother for the second time”…
The tendency of dividing up of subordinating conjunctions and member-conjunction is
very interesting. It should be noted that the means of connection create a homogeneous picture
and can be found at the beginning or middle of the subordinate clause on both positions,
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although the difference is that member-conjunctions are always presented and subordinating
conjunction ერე can be missing, although it is assumed and easily restored:
ჩ ლირ [ერ] კუბ ოხტ ბახ, ეჩხ

თ სგ’ეს დახ ჯიჯ არ čōlir [er] ḳub oxṭābax,

ečxāwtēsg’eswdax ǯiǯwar … (Shanidze, Kaldani & Chumburidze, 1978, 106) – “in Cholur
[that] they cut out the coffin, they put bones in”…
In going to be discussed complex sentences principal and subordinate clauses can be
found as follows: principal+ subordinate; subordinate + principal and principal+ subordinate +
correlation word:
აშხუნღო სორთმანს გ ი ლოჰოდა, ერე მიჩა ფ მლი მ დარობჟიშდ ხოშა
ლუწხ ა ე ლ მ რ ašxunyo sortmans gwi lohoda, ere mica pämli mäjdarobžišd xoša
lu xwawe ləmär… (Topuria, 1957, 8) – “after a long time, Sortman noticed that his slave was
more anxious during the starving time”…
ხედის

ერე თეთრ ოთბაცე, ეჩაცხან ახცხ ნე ლ ზი ამნ მდ

xedisī ere tetr

otbace, ečacxan axcxēne līzi amnēmdī… (Cholur, speaker G. Liparteliani) – “whom {that}
he/she promised money, he/she preferred to go with him/her”…
ალე მა ლი, მი ერ გემ მაყა, ეჩაცახან ale maj li, mi er gem ma a, ečacaxan…
(Lashkhian, The Svan Prose, volume IV 1979, 71) – “what it is, that I have a ship, (compared)
with it”…

Conclusion
As the discussed material has shown, in the traditionally known dialects of Svan as well
as in Cholur speech many subordinate clause with simple object complex sentence is
confirmed. No significant difference is observed between the dialects, except the subordinate
clause containing ghen particle, which has the semantics of the subordinating conjunction “if”
in contrast to Upper Bal, Lentekhian and Lashkhian (the particle mentioned in Lower Bal, as
already mentioned, is not confirmed), where its function has been concealed over time.

NOTES:
1. The report was prepared in 2019 within the framework of the project (“Parataxichypotactic constructions in Svan YS-19-435”) funded by Shota Rustaveli National Science
Foundation of Georgia.
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